May 1, 2009 Report of the Climate Committee
Bruce Hayden (Chair)

OUTLINE
The New Climate Committee
Modernization of the Climate Committee: Roster of Members as of May 1, 2009
Organization of the Climate Committee
Committee of the whole
Definition of crosssite interest sectors
Establish an executive committee
Suggested Activities
The New Climate Committee
The Climate Committee has a long history of productivity in service to the
network. My goal is to resume the path of high productivity.
Doug Goodin stepped down as Chair of the LTER Climate Committee following
the consuming process of completing and publishing the Oxford Press book
“Climate Variability and Ecosystem Response at LongTerm Ecological Research
Sites”. As a final duty, Doug prepared a report on the activities of the Climate
Committee and charted a path forward. Doug will continue as a regular member
of the Committee and has volunteered to lead a climate/grasslands crosssite
interest sector within the Climate Committee and to serve as an executive
committee member.
Doug offered three major recommendations:
The committee chair should not serve such a long term in office.
At the 2006 Allscientist meeting it was recommended that the climate
committee formally include the crosssite interest sector: hydrology.
The current system of committee membership is impractical and inefficient
and that some form of executive committee should be established.

I agree that these changes have merit and should be acted upon.
Response to Goodin recommendation #1 I propose that the chair be willing to
serve for perhaps 6 years, the normal length of site proposal renewal. One of
the duties of the chair is to seek out and nominate an excellent replacement.
Response to Goodin recommendation #2 Crosssite interest sectors within the
Climate Committee such as Hydrology/Limnology should be established to make
the operation of the committee more efficient. I propose several such crosssite
interest sectors within the Climate Committee:
Hydrology/Liimnology
Polar
Arid Lands
Grasslands
Forests
Coastal/Marine
Urban
Response to Goodin recommendation #3 I suggest that the leaders of each of
the committee’s interest sectors constitute an executive committee.
The Goodin report may be found at http://intranet.lternet.edu/modules.php?
name=UpDownload&req=viewsdownload&sid=3
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AND
ARC
BES
BNZ
CAP
CCE
CDR
CWT
FCE
GCE
HFR
HBR
JRN
KBS

Chris Daly dalyc@fsl.orst.edu
John Hobbie jHobbie@mbl.edu
Gordon Heisler gheisler@fs.fed.us
Glenn Juday g.juday@uaf.edu
Anthony Brazel abrazel@asu.edu
Art Miller ajmiller@ucsd.edu
Rebecca Montgomery rebeccam@umn.edu
Stephanie Laseter slaseter@fs.fed.us
Bill Anderson andersonw@fiu.edu
Adrian Burd adrianb@uga.edu
Emery Boose boose@fas.harvard.edu
John Campbell johnnylaw@comcast.net
John Anderson janderso@jornada.nmsu.edu
Scott Hamilton hamilton@kbs.msu.edu

KNZ
LNO
LUQ
MCM
MCR
NWT
NTL
PAL
PIE
SBC
SEV
SGS
VCR

Doug Goodin dgoodin@ksu.edu
Robert Waide rwaide@lternet.edu
Fred Scatena fns@sas.upenn.edu
Peter Doran pdoran@uic.edu
Pete Edmunds peter.edmunds@csun.edu
Tim Kittel tkittel@colorado.edu
John J. Magnusongnus@wisc.edu
Sharon Stammerjohn sstammer@ucsc.edu
Chuck Hopkinson chopkins@uga.edu
Christina Tague ctague@bren.ucsb.edu
Doug Moore dmoore@sevilleta.edu
W. K. Lauenroth wlauenro@uwyo.edu
Bruce Hayden bph@virginia.edu

The email address that goes to each of these committee members
is climatecomm@lternet.edu
The email address for folks beyond the Climate Committee
membership with interest in climate and LTER climate activities may
subscribe to climate@lternet.edu

Committee Working Structure:
Interest Sectors and Leaders
It was clear from the Goodin report that there have emerged interest sectors
within the climate committee. Hydrology was mentioned as example of such an
internal climate related interest sector. Interest sectors identified so far with a
start up leadership (in parentheses) include: Hydrology/Limnology, Polar, Arid
Lands, Grasslands, Forests. Coastal/Marine and Urban. I propose that Climate
Committee members lead these interest areas and serve on an executive
committee on behalf of the whole. In this way the executive committee is
thematically diverse. Doug Goodin has volunteered to serve as an organizer for
the Grasslands and serve as an executive committee member. I propose
leaders for the other thematic areas as follows:
Hydrology/Limnology (John Magnuson, NTL)

Polar (John Hobbie, ARC)
Arid Lands (Doug Moore, SEV)
Grasslands (Doug Goodin, KNZ)
Forests (Emery Boose, HFR)
Coastal/Marine (Chuck Hokinson, PIE)
Urban (Gordon Heisler. BES)
The first act of those holding these penultimate appointments is to either accept
the appointment or help find a replacement for the same interest area. The
leaders of the several climate interest sectors will form the membership of an
executive committee. It should be noted that at least two of the climate
committee members have strong ties to the IM group and will facilitate
cooperation between the climate and IM groups.
Activities of the Climate Committee: An Agenda
Suggested Activities
Network News Contributions
Preparation for the 2009 ASM
Update ClimDB and HydroDB
Update “A Climatic Analysis of LongTerm Ecological Research Sites”
Planning for a second Oxford Book from the Climate committee
Planning for ULTRA

